Camden Climate Citizen Panel
Update Session

Wednesday 20th January, 18.00 – 19.00

camden.gov.uk

Time
18.00

Theme
Session begins
Welcome and address to the panel

Speaker
Abi Roberts
Sustainability Officer

18.05

‘Check-in’
Catch up with panel members

All

18.15

Update on the Public Information Campaign
Addressing feedback from panel session

Carlos Queremel
Sustainability Officer

18.30

Discussion
An opportunity for the panel to comment on
progress.

All

18.55

Panel Admin - updates
• Keeping connected in lockdown
• Promoting the panel – potential comms pieces
• Panel branding
• Citizen Panel Meeting 2 - Places

Abi Roberts
Sustainability Officer

19.00

Session ends
AOB / closing remarks

All

Panel ‘check-in’
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Public Information Campaign
The panel made recommendations to
improve the public information campaign.

The next few slides will show what
actions have been taken to address them.

Carlos Queremel, Sustainability Officer
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Public Information Campaign
To ensure the public information campaign reaches Camden’s diverse
communities, we will create a detailed communication plan to:

Outreach
strategies

People
targets
linked to
net zero
Stronger
vision & sense
of urgency

The Council is looking into
completing a piece of work with
other London Boroughs
calculating the carbon footprint
of an average Camden resident
and what their target level
should be to achieve our carbon
reduction targets to 2030.
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•

identify, through segmentation analysis, the relevant channels to
reach different audiences

•

ensure messages are relevant and appropriate to the diverse
target audience

•

devise a number of engagement strategies that encourage and
support people to take personal actions around reducing their
carbon emissions.

•

ensure all actions suggested offer a strong sense of benefits
beyond the climate agenda

•

develop personal stories from Camden’s communities to inspire
people from all backgrounds and ways of life to take action.
Different media and channels should be proposed

The campaign will utilise and link to reputable sources outlining
the facts around the climate crisis and the need to act now.
Some of these have been now included on our updated climate
crisis pages.

Climate Crisis Pages
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Delivering the Campaign
➢ Campaign development input will be mainly around
conceptualisation and design. Delivery will remain
within the council with strong support from the council’s
corporate communications team.
➢ Due to current communication priorities around the
COVID response, the actions that have been proposed
will be reviewed once the pandemic situation has
passed its current critical stage.
➢ In the meantime, we will continue to link sustainability
message to current internal campaigns where
appropriate, e.g. waste, transport and public health
campaigns.
➢ We will also be linking to community campaigns such
as the new Camden visioning 2030.
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School engagement
Panel feedback:
‘how can engagement with schools be taken from 6 Sustainers pilot
schools to the all schools in the borough’
How we are expanding our reach to schools across the borough:
➢ Raising awareness of the new monthly school sustainability ebulletin (we have increased the distribution list from 40 to 120 in
three months)
➢ Engaging with other organisations in the borough working with
schools to share insights, contacts and resources. Examples
include: Camden Forest 2025, Camden Visioning 2030, Clean Air
Now, Anti Idling London, Little Hands, amongst others
➢ Continue to run the sustainability peer support group and use it as a
platform for other organisations to reach schools
➢ Planning a pilot around the Sustainability Charter (spring/summer) to
explore what signing the charter (and therefore declaring climate
emergency) looks like in schools in the borough.
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Camden Visioning 2030
Panel Feedback:
‘it is important to communicate through existing
community groups to mobilise the community’
Camden Visioning 2030 - A new community
campaign

The new campaign follows the success of the recent
community led competition, Visioning Camden 2030. It
was an invitation to all those who live, study, and work
in Camden, to visualise what the borough could be like
in 2030 once we have addressed the climate and social
inequality crisis.
Over 350 entries were received and 40 were
published in a special edition of the Camden New
Journal - www.visioningcamden2030.com.
The community is now planning to use the information
to run a number of campaigns including Pop-ups, a
touring exhibition and a book, amongst others. The
Council is looking to help facilitate this messaging and
link up the work to the public information campaign
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Other community engagement initiatives
Library of Things. Making borrowing better than buying - for people and the planet
➢ The Library of things (LoT) is one of the projects that came up of
the Think and Do pop-up we ran in the autumn 2019. The project
was hacked by members of the community and the Council has
funded the project.
➢ Agreement has been signed for a Library of Things in Kentish Town
Library and installation is due to start on 14 March with the service
opening in April, COVID restrictions permitted.
➢ Initiative tackling consumption emissions
About the Library of Things
•

It provides high quality items through approved suppliers eg.
Bosch, Kärcher, Stihl, The North Face to be borrowed at a small
cost.

•

Items are maintained & repaired on a weekly basis and all items
come with insurance cover.

•

The unit is staffed, providing customer service, payments &
troubleshooting.

•

Local marketing & community participation is also provided

•

Regular monitoring, with quarterly impact & sales reports provided.
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Other community
engagement initiatives
➢ Working with UCL’s Sustainability Ambassadors initiative by
adapting the Think and Do approach to transforming creative
ideas into deliverable projects with their volunteers
➢ Collaborating with Think and Do Camden in the roll out the
library pop-up, piloted in Kentish Town library, across the
borough

➢ Exploring collaboration opportunities to local partners to
develop a touring exhibition around Camden Visioning 2030
campaign. (Somers Town, King’s Cross)
➢ Collaboration with Camden renewal commission work around
their community engagement, and in particular around the
sustainability aspects of it.
➢ Collaborating with N19, a new community space in Kentish
Town, as they develop new initiatives and projects.
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Panel Discussion
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Panel Admin

Abi Roberts, Sustainability Officer
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1.

Keeping connected in lockdown
•
WhatsApp group chat
•
What can we do to help each other / keep momentum
with the panel

2.

Promoting the panel
•
Reflections since joining the panel
•
Short bio’s / blog post style
•
Pictures from our online sessions
•
Social media posts re meetings / outcomes

3.

Panel branding
•
Branding / logo / infographics to bring awareness to the
panel and the work of panel members

4.

Citizen Panel Meeting 2 – Places
•
Climate Action Plan – Places summary document for
review ahead of 10th February meeting
•
Panel to review and decide the most prominent actions
they would like to discuss at the next meeting

Next Panel Meeting
Do you have any questions or queries?

6.00pm – 8.00pm
Taking place via
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abigail.roberts@camden.gov.uk
020 7974 1921

